e greatly appreciate the interest of Li and Yu (1) in our article (2) that evaluated the use of PCR assays for diagnosis of prosthetic joint infection (PJI). In their letter, Li and Yu raised some thoughtful comments regarding the selection of the included studies and performed an updated meta-analysis. They indicated that two similar studies (3, 4) by Kobayashi et al. were performed during the same period and suggested including the one with the larger sample size (4). However, the small one (which includes 23 cases) (3) has more-detailed descriptions and a higher quality score than the large one (which includes 36 cases) (4). Therefore, after careful discussion and consideration, we included the study (3) with the higher quality score. Regarding the study conducted by Moojen et al. (5), most of the patients were enrolled for PCR evaluation for diagnosis of PJI, and we finally included this study after comprehensive consideration. Further sensitivity analysis showed that the exclusion of the study conducted by (Table 1) . Also, they indicated that the diagnostic value of the PCR-based technique might be overestimated in our study (2). However, the discrepancy between our meta-analysis and that of Li and Yu may be mainly attributable to the different statistical methods used. The metaanalyses of Li and Yu used Meta-DiSc (version 1.4), based on a traditional univariate model, which had difficulty in providing the 95% CI for AUC, and our meta-analysis used the Midas module for Stata version 11 based on a bivariate mixed-effects regression model (6-9). Further, we reanalyzed our data using another two statistical methods, including a univariate model with Meta-DiSc (version 1.4), and both the bivariate model and the hierarchical summary receiver operating characteristic (HSROC) model with the Metandi module of Stata (version 11 

